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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design and implementation of the Database mod-
ule in a novel Cloud-based Open Lab for Data Science (COLDS) system.
COLDS is a general infrastructure system to support data science program-
ming assignments on the cloud that is currently being developed at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The Annotation Subsystem
of COLDS is responsible for allowing instructors to design and to distribute
annotation tasks, and allowing annotators to annotate searched documents.
The function of the Database module includes providing database schema
and relations for the Annotation Subsystem. It connects to both Annotation
module and Search module. The thesis describes the design and implementa-
tion of the Database module, including Annotation Subsystem’s background,
challenges, choice of database, schema design, implementation detail, and
sample application scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1
INTODUCTION
1.1 Background
Recently, the big data industry is growing in a very fast pace every day.
There is more and more usage of big data in a lot of areas, such as: informa-
tion retrieval, machine learning, data mining, etc. With this huge amount of
usage, it requires more and more data scientist and data engineers. So we
need to educate large number of data scientists and engineers quickly and at
low cost.
Online courses on Coursera[1], Udacity[2] and edX[3] that can support
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) has recently emerged as an effective
technology to enable education at very large scale and at low cost. However,
there are also some problems with the current platforms. One of the problem
is that they do not support online programming assignments well, especially
when the assignments involve the usage of big data sets. Programming as-
signments are really important in any area of computer science education,
particularly in data science education. Without programming assignments,
students cannot do exercise while they are learning, and this will led them
to learn the concepts much slower.
To address this challenge, the Text Information Management and Analysis
group at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has been developing
a novel Cloud-based Open Lab for Data Science (COLDS)1 to enable students
to work on programming assignments involving big data sets on the cloud.
A novel and important Subsystem of COLDS is its Annotation Subsystem.
By having Annotation Subsystem, COLDS enables instructors to design an-
notation tasks and distribute tasks to different students. Students can use
the Annotation Subsystem to do tasks, and the result will be sent back to
1https://wiki.illinois.edu/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=586660414
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instructors for reviewing. It also facilitates creation of new annotated data
sets to support novel research in data science. In the system, everything is
done on the cloud.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of the Database mod-
ule of the Annotation Subsystem of COLDS. The whole Annotation Subsys-
tem consists of 3 modules, including Database module, Search module, and
Annotation module. The description of the design and implementation of
the other modules of the Annotation Subsystem can be found in Xin Wei’s
thesis[4] and Xiaofo Yu’s Thesis[5].
1.2 Database Module
Database module is a part of Annotation Subsystem. This module basi-
cally severs all other modules in the system, including: Annotation module,
Search module, and other functionality. It allows users to store data in and
get data out. For example: When an annotator searching a query, he/she
can select some pre-defined queries which are generated by instructors. These
pre-defined queries are stored in the database. Every time the user performs
such a selection queries, the system will get data from the database.
The Requirements of the database module are supporting all modules and
the whole system well, making sure that all functions that involves getting
and storing data work smoothly and efficiently.
There are two main challenges in designing this module: choice of database,
database collection design. I will discuss how I address these challenges
and present the details of the design and implementation of the Database
module in later sections.
1.3 Functions and Demo
The Database module enabled the annotation system to support 1) flexi-
ble design of annotation assignments, 2) user sign up and log in, 3) complete
annotation tasks. The source code for the the Annotation Subsystem is avail-
able in this Github repository2. In later chapters, there will be some sample
2https://github.com/BtXin/VirtualIRLab/tree/assignment
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screen shots of the Annotation Subsystem to illustrate its main applications.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
In this chapter, I will discuss about related work for COLDS and the
Annotation Subsystem.
2.1 Big Data Education
The opportunity of leveraging large amounts of data (i.e., ”big data”) in all
kinds of application domains has been recognized by the US government for
several years now[6]. In the past a few years, much progress has been made
in big data research as shown by the creation of new conferences dedicated
to this topic such as the IEEE Big Data Conference1. On the education side,
many universities have created new courses on Data Science; for example, a
search with ”data science” as a query on Coursera[1] returns a large number
of online courses in the general area of Data Science. However, a significant
challenge in these online courses is how to enable students to work on mean-
ingful large-scale programming assignments involving large data sets. There
have been a few systems that can help support online programming assign-
ments in Data Science. One of them is the MLComp[7], which supports some
machine learning experiments with all the experiment details documented in
the system. However, the system does not support grading of programming
assignments, or enable very large data sets to be used. It also does not
support annotations of data sets as COLDS does.
1http://cci.drexel.edu/bigdata/bigdata2017/index.html
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2.2 COLDS
Big Data University creates the data virtual lab[8]. Users can use multiple
data tools online, such as: R, Apache Spark, etc. Also, users can upload
their own data sets to cloud so that they can use them later.
Kaggle[9] is another data science system that allows users to upload and
download data sets, hold and join competitions, and run code on the cloud
and receive feedback from community. The most notable work that they do
is the competition. There are multiple data science competitions on Kaggle
every day. It is a brand new way of learning and researching on data science.
There is a discussion board in Kaggle, which allows users to disscuss problems
about Data Science.
Virtual IR Lab[10] is a web-based virtual laboratory for Information Re-
trieval. It was built based on the paper VIRLab: A Platform for Privacy-
Preserving Evaluation for Information Retrieval Models[11]. Users can do
information retrieval tasks online with different IR algorithms and different
parameters. Users can compare the algorithms and parameter settings for a
given dataset easily.
2.3 Crowdsourcing Annotation
Creation of annotated data sets is required in order to evaluate algorithms
in Data Science. However, annotations generally require much manual la-
bor, thus is expensive. This limited the availability of annotated data sets
that can be used for supporting new research in data science. Recently,
crowdsourcing annotations of data sets has become very popular due to its
affordability[12, 13, 14]. However, existing methods mostly rely on paying
many cheap labors (e.g., using Amazon Mechanical Turk2). In contrast,
the Annotation Subsystem of COLDS enables a novel way of crowdsourcing
annotations of potentially very large data sets by leveraging student assign-
ments where a large data set can be distributed among many students to
create annotations and all the annotations can then be aggregated to form a
large data set. This novel strategy potentially enables creation of annotated
data sets without any cost since the students would learn evaluation skills
2https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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from working on such annotation assignments. Such an assignment-based
annotation strategy has proven effective when used in the Text Retrieval
and Search Engines course on Coursera3.
2.4 Information Retrival Evaluation
The Annotation Subsystem supported by the work in this thesis cur-
rently supports annotations for search engine evaluation. The evaluation
methodology supported by this system is based on the Cranfield Evaluation
methodology[15], also called test-collection evaluation[16]. In such an ap-
proach, the main challenge is to create a test collection consisting of three
parts: sample queries, sample documents, and relevance judgments. Collect-
ing documents is relatively easy, but collecting queries and relevance judg-
ments is challenging since it involves user effort. The traditional approaches
to solving this problem rely on paying users to make annotations or running
evaluation competitions as done in TREC[17]. The Annotation Subsystem
of COLDS provides a more scalable way to solve this problem, which would
enable creation of potentially many new data sets for evaluating search en-
gines.
3https://www.coursera.org/learn/text-retrieval
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CHAPTER 3
COLDS AND ANNOTATION SUBSYSTEM
The Database module is a part of the Annotation Subsystem and the An-
notation Subsystem is a part of COLDS system. To help people understand
the thesis better, I will discuss about background of COLDS system and
what can we do with Annotation Subsystem in this chapter.
3.1 COLDS System
COLDS (for Cloud-based Open Lab for Data Science) is a general in-
frastructure system to support data science programming assignments on
the cloud that is currently being developed at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in collaboration with Microsoft and Intel with Azure
grant support from Microsoft and a gift fund support from Intel.
The basic idea of COLDS is to deploy software toolkits that contain al-
gorithms for processing and analyzing big data sets on a cloud-computing
infrastructure (currently Microsoft Azure). The learners can directly exper-
iment with algorithms and their parameters in the toolkit to learn about
the behavior of algorithms on real data sets that are available on the cloud
without downloading the data set.
A leader board would be maintained by COLDS for every programming
task to record the best the performance figures of the best performing al-
gorithms submitted by learners or researchers. When the data set and task
are new, such an infrastructure naturally supports research in data science
as well, essentially removing the boundary of education and research. More-
over, as a research infrastructure, COLDS ensures reproducibility of all the
experiments since they are all well documented in the infrastructure system.
Since a researcher does not have to re-produce any baseline methods (as they
are already available via COLDS), the researcher only needs to implement
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and experiment with his/her new ideas, thus the workload of a researcher
is minimized. In this sense, COLDS helps improve research productivity as
well.
From education perspective, besides enabling big data programming as-
signments to be done at large scale, COLDS ensures the students learn skills
that would be directly useful for solving an industry problem, thus minimiz-
ing the distance between education and applications in big data. From an
industry partners perspective, contributing data sets to COLDS has multi-
ple benefits, including visibility, training highly relevant labor force for the
company, access to potential candidates for hiring, and annotating their data
sets via crowd sourcing annotations using annotation assignments. This last
benefit would enable new research to be done in data science, but requires a
general annotation system to be included in COLDS.
3.2 Annotation Subsystem
Annotation Subsystem is an important part of COLDS for instructors
assign assignments to annotators and for annotators to do annotation in the
system. The important point of the Annotation Subsystem is that everything
is done on the cloud. Instructors will upload data sets to cloud when they
design new annotation tasks. When students do the tasks, they can log in
to the system and do the annotation tasks online easily. In this way, they
do not need to download the large datasets to local anymore. This will save
substantial time for them. Also, instructors can set up different settings of
information retrieval algorithms for different tasks. It is very convenient for
them to compare different algorithms and find good input parameters in this
way.
In Annotation Subsystem, there are three modules: Database module,
Annotation module, and Search module. In this thesis, the Database module
will be discussed in detail.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF DATABASE MODULE
In this chapter, I will discuss about the design of Database module, includ-
ing requirements, design philosophy, challenges and design choices, overall
architecture and major components of the Database module.
4.1 Requirements
The Annotation Subsystem requires user sign up, log in, do annotation,
search query, upload data set, define task, and complete task. All of these
requirements need database support. There are multiple relations between
attributes, and they need to be handled by the Database module. The
Database module needs to perform reading and writing operations in short
time. Also, it needs to collaborate with other modules and the whole system
in a good way. The last point is that users’ password information should be
secure. The database should work fine if the amount of user becomes to a
large number. That means the scalability of the whole system and Database
module is important.
4.2 Design Philosophy
The first design philosophy is that the Database module needs to reach
all of the requirements in the section 4.1. Then, I consider about time and
space complexity of the module. That means database operations should
take short time. Last, The Database module should be easy to integrate with
other modules and easy to use for other people who work on this system.
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4.3 Challenges and Design Choices
In this section, I will discuss challenges I encountered when I did the
project, including Choice of Database and Database Collection De-
sign. Also, I will discuss about my design choices for these two challenges.
4.3.1 Choice of Database
The first challenge I have is that choosing an appropriate database to hold
the data and achieve the requirements. First, I need to choose from relational
database and NoSQL database. Before I try to make the decision, I read
some papers about relational database and NoSQL database. By reading
Codd’s relational database paper[18], I understand that the most important
advantage of relational database is that it does a great job on supporting the
relations among different attributes in different tables. This advantage will
make the system run more efficiently with complicate relations. By reading
Rick Cattell’s paper about NoSQL database[19], I understand that the most
important advantage of NoSQL database is that it does not have to have a
pre-defined schema. User can always change schema corresponding to new
requirements while developing the system. Also, the horizontal scalability of
NoSQL database is good, and Read/Write throughput is very high. After
consideration, I choose NoSQL database rather than relational database,
because relations among attributes in different tables are not too complicate
to handle in the system, and scalability and Read/Write throughput are more
important to the system in current stage.
Since we use Python Flask as the system framework, it is convenient for
us to use MongoDB as the NoSQL database. MongoDB supports flexible
schema so that it is easy to design and change the table for the system.
Another important point is that MongoDB is easy to scale so that it can
support large number of data and users easily. Also, MongoDB is a NoSQL
database that are used widely so that for later people who join the project
can easily continue the work on it.
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4.3.2 Database Collection Design
The second challenge I have is the design of first version of the database
schema. Even though NoSQL database does not have to have a defined
schema, it is more convenient for other modules’ implementation if the sys-
tem can have a comprehensive and complete first version schema design.
Also, the relations among collections need to be appropriate, and the unique
keys need to be chosen in a right way. By reviewing the functionality of the
Annotation Subsystem, I design five tables: User, Query, Dataset, Assign-
ment, and Annotation. I decide to use ids in each collection as the unique
keys. The details of each collection’s design and implementation will be
discussed later in this thesis.
4.4 Architecture and Major Components of Database
Module
In total, there are five collections in the database module: User table,
Annotation table, Query table, Assignment table and Dataset table. For
each of the table, the unique values are all ids. Here, I introduce the usage
of each tables in the Annotation Subsystem:
4.4.1 User Collection
This collection will be used when user log in or sign up. When a new user
signs up, his/her registration information will be stored into this collection.
The system does not allow users with same user name or email address.
After signs up, when the user logs in back at next time, the system will
check his/her log in information with the data stored in User collection. If
the information matches, the user will log in. Otherwise, the log in request
will be denied.
4.4.2 Assignment Collection
This collection will be used when instructor creates new assignments for
annotators, and when annotators find their own assigned annotation assign-
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ments. When an instructor assigns a new assignment for an annotator,
he/she will describe the detail of the assignment, such as: ranker, param-
eters, dataset, etc. After the instructor submits the new assignment, the
data will be stored into assignment collection. From the annotator’s per-
spective, he/she will receive all assignments that are assigned to him/her.
This information is get from the assignment collection. After the annotator
finishs the assignment, the data will be stored to annotation collection, and
the status of the assignment in the assignment collection will also be changed
to ’done’.
4.4.3 Query Collection
This collection will be used when an instructor creates new pre-defined
queries for annotators, and when annotators select pre-defined queries. After
instructor defines some queries that he/she wants annotators to use on some
specific datasets, the queries’ content will be stored into the query collection.
When an annotator wants to select queries from pre-defined queries, he/she
will get the pre-defined queries from the query collection.
4.4.4 Annotation Collection
This collection will be used when an annotator wants to annotate the
documentations. After finish an annotation task, the annotation result will
be stored in this collection. When an instructor wants to check the annotation
result, he/she will get the finished annotation data from this collection.
4.4.5 Dataset Collection
This collection will be used when an instructor uploads new datasets to the
system, and when an annotator does annotation work on some documents.
When an instructor uploads a new dataset to the system, the system will store
the data file on the disk, and the disk path information will be stored into
the dataset collection. When annotator doing an annotation work on some
documents in some datasets, the system will find the path of the datasets
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from the dataset collection, and return the actual content to the annotator
for annotating.
4.4.6 Usage of Redis
The system will use Redis to store the users’ log in token. The token is
for saving the log in information for users so that users can continue their
sessions while they are redirecting to different web pages. Without the token,
users have to log in again if they refresh the web page or redirect to other
pages. If the user logs out, the token will be set to expired so that the user’s
current log in session will not be useful any more.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL
For implementation, I mostly do three parts: implementation of Database
module, implementation of User functionality, implementation of Assignment
functionality.
5.1 Implementation of Database Module
In the Database module, there are five collections: User collection, Anno-
tation collection, Assignment collection, Query collection, and Dataset col-
lection. I will discuss about the implementation for each of them separately.
5.1.1 User Collection
Figure 5.1: A sample data from User collection.
In the User collection of the Database module, there are five attributes:
1. The attribute id is a unique value which can identify the current user.
2. The attribute name is a string value which is used to save the name of
the current user. This attribute is unique in the User collection.
3. The attribute group is an integer value which is used to save the group
of the current user. Group number with 1 means the user is an annotator.
Group number with 2 means the user is an instructor.
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4. The attribute password hash is a string value which is used to save
the hashed password of the current user. I used a Python package called
Bcrypt1 to do the hashing for users’ passwords.
5. The attribute eamil is a string value which is used to save the email of
the current user. This attribute is unique in the User collection.
Figure 5.1 is a screenshot of a sample data from User collection.
5.1.2 Annotation Collection
Figure 5.2: A sample data from Annotation collection.
In the Annotation collection of the Database module, there are six at-
tributes:
1. The attribute id is a unique value which can identify the current
annotation.
2. The attribute annotator is a referenced value from the User collection.
This attribute is used to save who is the annotator of the current annotation.
3. The attribute data set is a referenced value from the Dataset collection.
This attribute is used to save which dataset is used in the current annotation.
4. The attribute query is a referenced value from the Query collection.
This attribute is used to save what is the query content of the current anno-
tation.
5. The attribute doc is an integer value. This attribute is used to indicate
which document in the data set is annotated in the current annotation.
6. The attribute judgement is a boolean value. This attribute is used
to save the judgement result from the annotator for the current annotation.
True means relevant, and False means non-relevant.
11. https://pypi.python.org/pypi/bcrypt/3.1.0
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Figure 5.2 is a screenshot of a sample data from Annotation collection.
5.1.3 Assignment Collection
Figure 5.3: A sample data from Assignment collection.
In the Assignment collection of the Database module, there are eight at-
tributes:
1. The attribute id is a unique value which can identify the current
assignment.
2. The attribute instructor is a referenced value from the User collection.
This attribute is used to save which instructor assigns the current assignment.
3. The attribute annotator is a referenced value from the User collection.
This attribute is used to save who is the annotator for the current assignment.
4. The attribute dataset is a referenced value from the Dataset collection.
This attribute is used to save which dataset is used in the current assignment.
5. The attribute query is a referenced value from the Query collection.
This attribute is used to save what is the query content of the current as-
signment.
6. The attribute status is a boolean value which is used to save the
completion status of the current assignment.
7. The attribute ranker is a string value which is used to save what ranker
is used in the current assignment.
8. The attribute params is a string value which is used to save the values
of the parameters that are used in the current assignment. They will be
casted to dictionary type when they are used in other modules.
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Figure 5.3 is a screenshot of a sample data from Assignment collection.
5.1.4 Dataset Collection
Figure 5.4: A sample data from Dataset collection.
In the Dataset collection of the Database module, there are four attributes:
1. The attribute id is a unique value which can identify the current
dataset.
2. The attribute ds name is a string value which is used to save the name
of the current dataset.
3. The attribute author is a referenced value from the User collection.
This attribute is used to save who is the creator for the current dataset.
4. The attribute path is a string value which is used to save the disk path
of the current dataset.
Figure 5.4 is a screenshot of a sample data from Dataset collection.
5.1.5 Query Collection
Figure 5.5: A sample data from Query collection.
In the Query collection of the Database module, there are four attributes:
1. The attribute id is a unique value which can identify the current query.
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2. The attribute content is a string value which is used to save the query
content of the current query.
3. The attribute data set is a referenced value from the Dataset collection.
This attribute is used to save which dataset is used in the current query.
4. The attribute creator is a referenced value from the User collection.
This attribute is used to save who is the creator for the current query.
Figure 5.5 is a screenshot of a sample data from Query collection.
5.2 Implementation of User Functionality
In this section, I will discuss about the implementation detail of User
Functionality.
5.2.1 User Registration
Figure 5.6: A code snippet of User registration functionality.
In the post function of UserAPI, I parse four values corresponding to re-
quired values in the User collection in the Database module: name, email,
group, password. The value id is generated automatically by the database.
These five values are passed to User collection after user’s successful regis-
tration.
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User’s name and email have to be unique. If either the name or the email
has been used, the system will return an error message to the user, and
ask user to register again with other values. The password is hashed by
Bcrypt2. The reason I pass the hashed password to the database is that it
can secure the user’s password information. Otherwise, people with access
to the database can get user’s password.
Figure 5.6 is a screenshot of a code snippet of User registration function-
ality.
5.2.2 User Log In
Figure 5.7: A code snippet of User log in functionality.
In the get function of LoginAPI, the system gets the current token from
the Redis database. If it successfully get the token, user does not need to log
in again, because he/she already logged in before.
In the post function of LoginAPI, the system passes back the user’s input
values of email and password. If one of the value is null, the system will
2https://pypi.python.org/pypi/bcrypt/3.1.0
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return an error message to the user. Otherwise, the system will generate
an User object, and check the password with the hashed password in the
database. If they are matched, user will log in successfully and get a token.
Otherwise, the log in request will be denied.
Figure 5.7 is a screenshot of a code snippet of User log in functionality.
5.3 Implementation of Assignment Functionality
In this section, I will discuss about the implementation detail of Assign-
ment Functionality.
Figure 5.8: A code snippet of Assignment functionality.
In the get function of AssignmentAPI, the system gets all names of an-
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notators in the User collection, and all datasets in the Dataset collection.
These two values are returned so that instructor can choose from them when
he/she assigns a new annotation assignment.
In the post function of AssignmentAPI, the system passes back the instruc-
tor’s input values of query, ranker, parameters, dataset, status, annotator,
instructor. Then, these values are saved into the assignment collection for
later usage.
Figure 5.8 is a screenshot of a code snippet of Assignment functionality.
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CHAPTER 6
APPLICATIONS OF THE ANNOTATION
SUBSYSTEM
In this chapter, I show some screenshots for some major applications of
the Annotation Subsystem.
6.1 User Log In and Sign Up Page
In this section, I will show some screenshots for the User Functionality,
including log in and sign up.
6.1.1 Welcome Page
Figure 6.1: Welcome page with log in and sign up option.
6.1.2 Sign Up Box
Figure 6.2: Sign up Box.
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6.1.3 Log In Box
Figure 6.3: Log in Box.
6.2 Assignment Page
In this section, I will show some screenshots for the Assignment Page.
Figure 6.4: Assignment preview.
6.3 Annotation Page
In this section, I will show some screenshots for the Annotation Page.
23
Figure 6.5: Annotation preview.
6.4 Dataset Upload Page
In this section, I will show some screenshots for the Dataset Upload Page.
Figure 6.6: Dataset upload preview.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
In this thesis, I introduce design and implementation of the Database mod-
ule of a novel Annotation Subsystem for COLDS. With the support of the
Database module, the Annotation Subsystem can allow instructors to design
annotation tasks and distribute tasks to different students. Students can use
the Annotation Subsystem to do annotation assignments, and the result will
be sent back to instructors for reviewing. The whole procedure is done on
the cloud. It will save great amount of time and resources for people who
are interested in learning data science. It also facilitates creation of new an-
notated data sets to support novel research in data science. The source code
for the the Annotation Subsystem is available in this Github repository1.
In the future, more tests could be done for the Database module and for
the whole Annotation Subsystem. Research on choosing suitable database
can continue, and people may do more experiments on relational databases
and NoSQL databases with more amount of data. Distributed file system
also can be used in the Annotation Subsystem when there are more users.
With the usage of distributed file system, such as: Apache Spark, Hadoop
File System, the data operations may run much faster than single node of
database.
1https://github.com/BtXin/VirtualIRLab/tree/assignment
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